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» EDA

Exploratory data analysis (EDA)
1 EDA is used by data scientists (via data visualization) to
summarize the key characteristics of datasets.

2 EDA facilitates data scientists’ insights to find patterns,
magic features, identify anomalies, test hypotheses, and
validate presumptions.

3 EDA is generally used to examine the importance of
variables in a dataset and how they relate to one
another.

∗ Probably the most important step in Data Analysis
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» EDA

Data -> Pre-processing -> { all models } -> tuning HPs ->
prediction
Perf Usually good performance, BUT usually not the best

performance
Cost Time-consuming in model selection and HP tuning

Data -> EDA inspired Pre-processing -> { EDA inspired
models } -> tuning HPs -> prediction -> Post-processing
based on EDA
Perf Better performance, especially if you find magic features
Cost Significantly reduce the computation time, since we can

shrink the model pool via EDA
Exmaple: Machine learning odd/even prediction
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» EDA: targets

You can carry out the following statistical procedures and
methods to do EDA:

Univariate marginal effect from features to outcomes
Bivariate joint effect from features to outcomes
Pattern Any interesting pattern?
Outlier Find potential outliers in the dataset
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» EDA: tools

Scatterplot Data points are plotted on horizontal and vertical axes
in a scatterplot (with different colors or different kinds)
to demonstrate how one variable or multiple variables
affects another.

Heatmap Plot rectangular data as a color-encoded matrix, usually
used to present covariance matrix

RegPlot Fit the data with linear regression to show the overall
trends of the datasets (continuous feats)

Violinplot Draw a combination of boxplot and kernel density
estimate. (categorical feats)

We basically use seaborn to do statistical data visualization
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» EDA: MovieLens

Implementation in colab

MovieLens Effect from side information, build up a new model
Proj 1 Find the key characteristics
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» EDA: MovieLens

Conclusion from EDA in MovieLens
∗ Side information or users’/items’ feats are critical in
predicting ratings

∗ Personalization/itemization is still important even the
users/items with similar feats – MF terms are required

∗ Joint effect of feats should be taken into account in RS
modeling

MF ‘user_id’ - ‘item_id’
∗ ‘user_id’ - items’ feats
∗ ‘item_id’ - users’ feats
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» EDA: connect to Models
Action from EDA in MovieLens

∗ Side information or users’/items’ feats are critical in
predicting ratings

f(xu,xi)→ rui

∗ Personalization/itemization is still important even the
users/items with similar feats – MF terms are required

f(xu,xi)+p⊺
uqi → rui

∗ Joint effect of feats should be taken into account in RS
modeling

f
(
p(u,xu),q(i,xi)

)
→ rui

∗ In the following lectures, our goal is to develop and
implement the last model via neural networks
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